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myMicroRack - The new colocation product  

Düsseldorf, 21 August 2014. myLoc managed IT AG has been operating data centres at its 
Düsseldorf location for many years and is now expanding its product portfolio in the colocation 
sector. With the myMicroRack, myLoc now offers its customers 1/8 rack for rent. This makes 
myLoc the first Internet service provider in Germany to offer this type of rack. 

In the myMicroRack, up to 5U can be used for the customers' servers and all this at favourable 
conditions. Power consumption and 250 GB traffic are already included for 129.00 € per month. 
With personalised 24/7 access to the data centre and the usual security systems such as 24/7 
surveillance of the premises by cameras and security services, customers can store their 
hardware fully protected. The hardware is located in a separate lockable segment of the 1/8 rack, 
so that only authorised individuals have access. 

The myMicroRack is also expandable for customers, to a redundant power connection (two 
independent UPS systems) including power consumption and 1,000 MBit Full-Flatrate in the 
myMircoRack XL package! 

myLoc managed IT AG will be represented at the dmexco 2014 this year. There, visitors can get a 
first-hand impression of the technology, products and services of myLoc. On site myLoc will 
exhibit one of their racks, which will be equipped with a demo server farm based on HP to 
demonstrate the possibilities of managed servers to the customers. 

Interested parties will find myLoc managed IT AG in hall 8 at booth A011 at the dmexco 2014 (10. 
- 11.09). There they can develop individual colocation or managed hosting solutions together with 
the competent myLoc team, consisting of sales and technology specialists. 

Make an appointment with our team on site at www.myloc.de/en/company/contact.html 

The visit of the Dmexco 2014 at the Cologne Trade Fair is free of charge for interested parties. 
Tickets are available at www.dmexco.de. 

Racks and servers are provided in one of myLoc managed IT AG's own data centres in Düsseldorf. 
The data centres have an external connection of over 170 GBit, a multiple redundant power 
supply and a highly efficient cooling system, which contributes significantly to the reduction of 
CO2 emissions. 

Would you like to learn more about myLoc and your products? Then visit us at www.myloc.de 
and get to know us! 

About myLoc managed IT 

myLoc managed IT AG operates ISO 27001 certified data centres in Düsseldorf with space for 
over 30,000 servers. In the world's largest Lampertz high-security cell, sensitive systems of major 
customers, including banks, insurance companies and ISPs, are protected against external 
influences. myLoc offers products under the brands myLoc (data centre services, racks, hosting) 
and webtropia.com (server hosting). 
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